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“POWER EDGE PRO IS SOMETHING
 I TRULY BELIEVE IN.”
“I started training with Power Edge Pro when I was 10 and the 
years of PEP Training circuits and unique repetitions have been 
a major advantage for me. To watch PEP evolve and see where 
it is today is amazing. It’s truly the best trainer out there.”

- Connor McDavid 2



NHL Super Star Connor McDavid 
adopted Joe Quinn’s Power Edge 
Pro System over a decade ago 
and continues to train with 
the PEP System today. 

The PEP training methods  used by  Connor  
McDavid for OVER a decade are literally changing 
the way we approach player development.
Power Edge Pro is the leader in Small Area 
Reactive Hockey Training.  PEP delivers a 
patented unmatched elite training experience 
with an unparalleled record of developing 
players. PEP’s innovative program is changing 
the way today’s hockey players train.

Reactive Countering Training™ is critical 
to player development by initiating much 
earlier development of elite skills through 
“Progressional overloading” of the motor skills.

WHAT IS PEP?

PEP’s expertise in teaching the proper firing sequence of muscle 
groups simultaneously has consistently helped players develop 
higher response times, faster decision times and quicker skating 
speed in situational play.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2b--hNSkTeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NzePHFjNFE


As the President and Founder of Power Edge Pro (PEP), Joe pioneered Reactive Countering Training™, 
creating the multi-patented Power Edge Pro Training System.  The Power Edge Pro training methods are 
transforming the way coaches and trainers approach player development.

Joe’s training methods and unique teaching breakthroughs in player development have been adopted 
by the NHL’s Vancouver Canucks, Nashville Predators, Detroit Red Wings, Minnesota Wild and Columbus 
Blue Jackets, as well as numerous CHL and NCAA teams. 

Recently featured as one of the recipients of the 
‘Top 100 People of Power and Influence in Hockey’ 

JOE QUINN 
PRESIDENT & FOUNDER OF POWER EDGE PRO

“Small Area-Reactive 
Countering is critical to player 
development and one of the best 
predictors of a player’s small 
area game performance.” 

- Joe Quinn 

WHAT IS PEP?
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“Skills coach Nick Quinn  of Power Edge Pro (PEP). I don’t want to 
pump their tires too much but PEP is probably hockey’s leading skills 
consultancy. They work closely with many of the game’s stars, including 
Connor McDavid, Taylor Hall, John Tavares, Mat Barzal and the Hughes 
brothers. 

Quinn’s focus is primarily with their prospects, with clients that include 
top 2020 draftees Quinton Byfield, Cole Perfetti and Jamie Drysdale, as 
well as some potential future first overall picks in Shane Wright (2022), 
Connor Bedard (2023) and Adam Fantilli (2023).” 

Nick was the 21st Overall Pick in the 2008 OHL Draft 
and is a Consultant for NHL organizations & sports 
agencies, working with NHL players and ‘top prospects’.

NICK QUINN 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF POWER EDGE PRO

- The Athletic  
August 14th, 2020

WHAT IS PEP?

 » Adam Fantilli 
Started PEP at age 11  » Shane Wright 

Started PEP at age 13
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Reactive Countering Training™ is a learning 
breakthrough – offering new skills as a competitive 
edge to all players - from elite to average, thus 
improving their on-ice performance. Each year, our PEP 
trained players are consistently recruited and drafted 
to the NHL, USHL and Canadian Hockey league.

1) REACTIVE 
COUNTERING TRAINING™
Players who have developed Reactive Countering, 
have achieved skills to:

• Extend more plays
• Handle the puck in high-speed traffic
• Execute at a much higher speed

The most difficult Reactive Countering Trainings 
are the BEST predictor of a player’s small area 
game performance.

This unique training concept requires the player 
to execute “Reactive Countering Tactics” through 
resistance of the innovative equipment at high 
speed along with quality instruction.

The foundation of the PEP skillset - Reactive Coun-
tering Training™ - forces players to develop evasive 
skating techniques, increased reaction time, and 
react faster to create more opportunities. The R.C.T 
unique reps build long-term memory structures 
and is crucial to reacting and countering quickly in 
games or situational play.

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT Improves WITH 
BETTER TRAINING METHODS

With over 150 training circuits providing 
technical skills and individual tactical 
development, players are challenged 
with added degrees of difficulty, 
forecheck pressure and give & go puck 
movement to simulate authentic game 
transfer, while still having fun.

OUR PATENTED SYSTEM

 » Zach Werenski

 » Owen Power 
Started PEP at age 12
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ELITE PLAYERS IN THE GAME ARE ALL 
EFFICIENT AT Multi-Tasking
Learning to perform multiple motor skills simultaneously at early ages provides a critical performance 
advantage for all players. The elite multi-tasker moves feet and hands at the same time, thereby extending 
more plays; allows for more zone time and creates more grade-A scoring opportunities.

2) EXTREME MULTI-TASKING 
& OUR PATENTED, INNOVATIVE 
R.C.T. GEAR
Unlike most training gadgets that only offer a 
single overload, PEP is a Progressive Overload and 
is the ONLY patented equipment with 2nd and 3rd 
Progressive Overloads. 

These actions force the hands and feet and 
intellect to fire simultaneously. By firing these 
together through repetitions, the nervous system 
“wires” these skills together. ‘If they don’t fire 
together, they don’t wire together.’ Most other 
isolated trainings or single overloads, create what 
are called developmental delays. Hands move but 
feet do not (or vice versa).

Power Edge Pro’s patented R.C.T. Gear engages 
players with up to 12 challenging long and short 
Reactive Countering lanes/angles for endless 
situational play, forcing constant overloading of 
the hands and feet simultaneously. Reacting to 
these circuits create speed enhancing skills and 
activators that help players respond quicker in 
game action.

The multi-tasking of skills using the 
innovative R.C.T. gear becomes evident:

• Players become faster;
• Execution becomes smoother;
• By overloading their motor skills, 
players are able to manage more skills 
at once.

OUR PATENTED SYSTEM

 » Owen Power 
Started PEP at age 12

 » Jack Hughes 
Started PEP at age 13
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3) REACTIVE LINEAR 
CROSSOVER TRAINING™
The Reactive Linear Crossover Training™ 
develops:
 
• EXPLOSIVE skating movements: 
• Linear speed
• Lateral, transitional and separation speed

All of which are necessary for puck control/
placement in high traffic areas of the ice.

R.L.C. Training is the ultimate training circuit 
for creating transitional speed, designed 
to develop a powerful skating stride - one 
with resistance and a low stride-to-high 
crossover ratio – essential for the demands 
of today’s game. 

Key teaching points emphasize deception 
skills, controlling and loading the edges to 
combine unpredictable change of direction 
to create space and finally confusion for 
defenders.

Traditional crossover 
training or other isolated 
linear crossover drills 
offer No Resistance and 
lack multi-tasking skills.

PEP’s expertise in teaching proper 

stride frequency, stride length and 

skate-to-ice contact time for quicker 

leg recovery, have consistently helped 

players develop quicker skating speed 

in situational play.

OUR PATENTED SYSTEM

 » Connor McDavid 
THEN

 » Connor McDavid 
NOW
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Reactive Puck Placement  is the one skill 
you must master for today’s game. 

Nothing will improve your game faster than 
developing your “Inside Game” skills to counter 
defenders and create more offense. The INSIDE 
GAME is one that requires NEW skill sets to react 
and recognise these opportunities when they 
present themselves in situational play.

4) REACTIVE-PUCK 
PLACEMENT & “INSIDE 
GAME SKILLS”
Reactive Puck Placement is the one skill you 
must master for today’s game. Decision making 
repetitions and depth perception of puck 
placement-touches will allow the player to assess 
and feel the distance of accurate passing and 
puck placement skills.

Repetitions of high-speed puck placements 
through the R.C.T. Gear which offer multiple 
points of reference and secondary reaction 
points will help the player develop better depth 
perception skills; spatial awareness and puck 
recovery skills.

High speed execution of these sweet spot 
repetitions require simultaneous reactions 
of deception; quick hands and accurate puck 
placement, all which become activators in 
situational play when stick on puck is presented 
by defenders. With only a split-second to react 
and move the puck to space, elite players take 
the quickest route, gaining offensive body 
positioning.

Through a 2017 Brock University 

study, the Power Edge Pro on-ice 

training proved on average, more 

than 300 tactical puck touches in a 

1-hour on-ice session.

OUR PATENTED SYSTEM

 » Alex DeBrincat

 » Joe Quinn

 » Connor Bedard 
Started PEP at age 8
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Homework YOUR PLAYER WILL ACTUALLY 
WANT TO DO.
We estimate that Connor McDavid has performed around 500,000 PEP reps throughout his career. 
Not only did he make the most out of every on-ice training session, but he also worked on improving 
his weaknesses off the ice, even in his garage or basement.

To offer all PEP players the same opportunity, we have created an off-ice puck handling curriculum 
that enables them to identify their weak areas from previous training sessions and work on them 
before returning to the ice. 

5) THE RCT™ Home 
Training System
While enrolled in select PEP Programs, players 
will take home the RCT Home Training System 
to work on quick hands and accurate puck-
placement touches. By doing so, they can 
enhance their development at a much faster 
rate and make the most of their time on the ice. 
Players will:

• Learn all the McDavid Triple, Fakes, Dekes, 
Pull Push, Speed Training Circuits and more.

• Learn 1st step quickness / footwork with 
quick hands through resistance / reps.

• Become dominant with the puck and 
efficient on their “Weak Side” so they can 
execute anywhere during a game.

• Have access to HD Videos of Connor 
McDavid demonstrating the PEP Training 
Circuits.

Above: Connor McDavid practicing his 
puck handling off the ice with the RCT 
Home Trainer.

Below: An example of the RCT Off Ice 
Training Circuits, showing circuit 1/5.

 » Connor McDavid

Our Patented System
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THE #1 CROSS ICE DEVELOPMENT MODEL: 
6 STATION REACTIVE COUNTERING™ CIRCUITS

BELOW: PEP FOUNDER JOE QUINN TALKS SMALL AREA TRAINING

There is nothing that compares to the PEP 6 station trainings, which is ideal for 2 teams sharing 
practice ice or up to 35 skaters on the ice. Players can experience over 30 minutes of “Puck’-Touch 
Time “with react and counter challenges of the Patented PEP Trainers. 

This time and space training 
environment offers 5 times the 
repetitions of a standard drill-based 
practice. Players are moving, having 
fun and working on their skills to 
develop “Higher Response Time,” 
“Faster Decision Time” and “Quicker 
Movement Speed “through HIGH 
SPEED, HIGH TRAFFIC Circuits. The 
unique 6 station variety promotes skills 
for all player positions.

BELOW: AERIAL VIDEO OF 6 ZONE TRAINING

Our Patented System
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWsVV-Ddd-Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxIDcy7bUaU


THE  Ultimate HOCKEY BUSINESS
It’s multi-patented

IT’S NOT A GADGET. IT’S A TRAINING BREAKTHROUGH.

We are a Canadian corporation wholly dedicated to 
player development through hockey training. Our 
company holds Canadian, U.S., and European patents 
for the Power Edge Pro (PEP) training gear, which 
has been proven to provide an unparalleled player 
experience. PEP’s patented design and function, along 
with its unique reactionary repetitions, are renowned 
for rapidly developing player skills.

Additionally, Power Edge Pro holds trademarks 
for Reactive Countering Training™, Reactive Linear 
Crossover Training™, and Reactive Puck-Placement 
(trademark pending).

Traditional hockey training methods often rely on pylons or single overload gadgets, which fail to address 
secondary reaction points that are critical for split-second countering by the player. In contrast, Power Edge 
Pro (PEP) is the only hockey training program that offers multiple overloading, requiring constant countering 
actions by the player.

PEP’s expertise lies in teaching the proper firing sequence of muscle groups simultaneously, resulting in faster 
response times, quicker decision-making, and improved skating speed in situational play for players.

Learning to perform multiple motor skills simultaneously is essential for player development. By activating 
multiple muscles and responses through Reactive Countering™ at an early age, players gain a significant 
performance advantage. Reactive Countering™ creates new firing signals in the nervous system, setting PEP 
apart from all other hockey training programs and giving players an elite skillset.

WHAT’S INCLUDED FOR ALL PEP PARTNERS: 
1.  The #1 Player Development System In The World 

( The Hockey News Jan 2019/2020
2. The Pep Brand - Trusted By Leading Professional 

Hockey Organizations And Players In The World.
3. Our Patented Pep Training System
4. Support Technology Licensing (*Conditions 

Apply For Pep Testing Gear)

5. On-Ice Training Certifications.
6. On-Line Coaching Resources To Support 

Organizations From Minor Hockey to the NHL.
7. Webinar Support From Leading Player 

Development Experts.
8. Revenue Sharing From Pep’s Performance 

Proven Training Platform

The ultimate Hockey Business
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To assist with the interpretation of the training system, 
coaching staff and players will be provided with software, 
supported by Hudl, which allows them to review and 
continue their work off the ice. Used by 20 NHL teams, 
Hudl is the leading teaching tool for professional coaches 
and is used by the PEP team to enhance learning.

• Over 150 video clips in HD and wide angle featuring 
unique Reactive Countering Training circuits and 
tactics with clear demonstrations of all skating pat-
terns.

• Storyboards featuring key teaching points for all 
technical and tactical skills.

• Zoom Webinar support for players/coaches from 
leading player development  

• On-ice training certification
• Monthly Training Calls/Webinars for NEW Circuits 

and Key Teaching to enhance learning via the iPad.

state-of-the-art resources designed to 
enhance your on-ice learning environment. 

The ultimate Hockey Business
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Your own  Digital Headquarters at 
poweredgepro.com

The ultimate Hockey Business

• The ability to create and publish camp listings on 
the PEP marketplace 

• A merchant ID that allows you to accept online 
payments from customers and deposit sales 
transactions automatically to your bank account.

• Automatic transaction splitting, which simplifies 
your accounting requirements by deducting your 
PEP license fees at source.

• A comprehensive dashboard that allows you to 
review registrations and generate reports.

• A poweredgepro.com email address that you 
can use to stay in touch with your customers and 
maintain a professional appearance.

• A geolocation tag for your business, which makes 
it easy for interested players to find your programs 
while searching for PEP Camps near them.

• Unlimited cross-marketing potential and 
featured promotions on the Power Edge Pro 
home page.

As a PEP Partner, you have access to 
your own digital headquarters on the 
Power Edge Pro website. Using your 
PEP user name and password, you 
can log in to your account and access 
various digital resources, including: 

14



powerful marketing collateral 
designed to get you noticed.

The ultimate Hockey Business

As a PEP partner, you’ll have access to a 
range of customized marketing assets 
to promote your business. These assets 
include, but are not limited to:

• Rink side banners
• Posters
• Tri-fold information packs
• Presentations/sales decks
• Pull-up banners
• Rink board ads
• Branded table throws

These marketing assets can help you effectively 
communicate your message to potential customers and 
enhance your brand’s visibility at PEP camps and events.
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A digital footprint with game changing 
reach, engagement, and influence.

The Ultimate Hockey Business

Power Edge Pro is a highly esteemed and widely renowned brand in the industry, providing training to some 
of the best players in the world. Our content is routinely shared by these players on their social media feeds, 
resulting in widespread recognition and media coverage from prominent outlets like Sports Illustrated, TSN, 
Sportsnet, and The Hockey News. 

As a PEP instructor, you’ll benefit from our strong brand recognition. This 
provides you with a competitive advantage over other development programs 
in your region and allows you to reach more customers with ease.
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HOW CONNOR MCDAVID BECAME 
HOCKEY’S GREATEST SKATER
“When he’s coming down on you, you just try to get your feet going,” McNabb said. “Hopefully he 
loses the puck.”

- THE ATHLETIC, DANIEL NUGENT-BOWMAN, DECEMBER 15TH, 2018

YOUNG STARS FIND INNOVATIVE WAYS TO 
TRAIN FOR NEW NHL
“As McDavid enters his third season, pay special attention to how often he pushes pucks into open 
space to gain separation from defenders…That’s the product of PEP.”

- SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, ALEX PREWITT, SEPTEMBER 28TH 2017

YEAH, CONNOR MCDAVID GOT FASTER 
OVER THE SUMMER. AND HE’S NOT 
FINISHED YET.
“You might marvel at McDavid’s ability to gain speed while doing crossovers, but that didn’t 
happen by accident.”

-THE HOCKEY NEWS, KEN CAMPBELL, OCTOBER 13TH 2017

WHY CONNOR BEDARD HAS A CHANCE AT 
BECOMING THE NEXT CONNOR MCDAVID
“If what we know about the 10,000-hour rule is true — that it takes literally years of 
intensive practice to achieve the mastery of a complex skill — then maybe Connor Bedard 
does have a chance at becoming the next Connor McDavid.”

-TORONTO SUN, MICHAEL TRAIKOS, DECEMBER 23, 2022

PEP in the news
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https://theathletic.com/707072/2018/12/15/how-connor-mcdavid-became-hockeys-greatest-skater/
https://www.si.com/nhl/2017/09/28/joe-quinn-training-system-connor-mcdavid-taylor-hall
https://www.si.com/nhl/2017/09/28/joe-quinn-training-system-connor-mcdavid-taylor-hall
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https://thehockeynews.com/news/yeah-connor-mcdavid-got-faster-over-the-summer-and-he-s-not-finished-yet
http://www.thehockeynews.com/news/article/yeah-connor-mcdavid-got-faster-over-the-summer-and-he-s-not-finished-yet
http://www.thehockeynews.com/news/article/yeah-connor-mcdavid-got-faster-over-the-summer-and-he-s-not-finished-yet
http://www.thehockeynews.com/news/article/yeah-connor-mcdavid-got-faster-over-the-summer-and-he-s-not-finished-yet
https://torontosun.com/sports/traikos-why-connor-bedard-has-a-chance-at-becoming-the-next-connor-mcdavid


1) THE PEP CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE/ 
YOUTH HOCKEY ASSOCIATION MODEL

2) THE PEP ACADEMY

The PEP COE model is the Ultimate destination for player 
development in terms of on-ice and off-ice excellence. 
The on-ice program can be scheduled daily or twice 
per week. The off-ice program can be customized and 
includes the R.C.T home trainer with 20 videos for all 
registered players.

This  exclusive territory allows you to stand out  from your 
competition with patent protected training equipment 
and a trademark protected training curriculum. 
(Reactive Countering Training™ and Reactive Linear 
Crossover Training™).

In a world of  “me-too” companies, PEP will differentiate your association or program with our highly specialized 
training. Associations enjoy a huge recruiting advantage for players/parents looking for proven player 
development to advance their son or daughter to the next level. Video sessions with top skills instructors 
including Joe and Nick Quinn are provided to all COE and Academy students.

*Conditions apply (association per player price or annual license fee for non-association)

Average costs: Part time $4800.00 | Full time-$12,795.00 * Costs vary depending on ice costs.

Parents are demanding more flexible, specialized 
training and more value for education and hockey 
development dollars. School board approved  Academic 
Hockey Academies or on-line academic platforms can be 
combined with the PEP hockey program. 

Flexible, fully accredited, NCAA-approved, and teacher 
supported, the PEP Academy will help all student/
players with their pursuit of academic and hockey 
excellence, without the high cost of private academies. 
Video Sessions with Top Skills instructors including Joe 
and Nick Quinn are provided to all COE and Academy 
students. The PEP Academy supports morning ice 
before school, after school or during the day (academic 
component) for up to 25 skaters per group.   

Revenue Models
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3) PEP ELITE REGIONAL SPRING TEAMS

Revenue Models

We know player advancement comes from repetitive skills 
development, not practicing systematic play once or twice 
a week and playing 70 games. 

Recruiting programs are great for winning for the 
organization but lack the long-term developmental 
blueprint for player advancement. PEP has consistently 
developed players from grass roots to the CHL, NCAA 
and NHL annually - the largest numbers by any training 
company in the hockey world.

The PEP Elite Spring program is set up to have a strong balance of competitive tournament games, on-ice 
player development and the R.C.T. home trainer, offering players the ability to enhance their development at 
a much faster rate and make the most of their time on the ice.

Competitive tournaments are where you showcase your skills, or in some cases, lack of skills depending on 
your player development. There is no better training to prepare players for game action and situational play 
than Reactive Countering  Training.™

PEP 6 STATION TRAINING Program (refer to page 11 for more information): This time and space training 
environment offers 5 times the repetitions of a standard drill-based practice. Players are moving, having fun, 
and working on their skills to develop “Higher Response Time,” “Faster Decision Time” and “Quicker Movement 
Speed “through high speed, high traffic circuits. The unique 6 station variety promotes skills for all player 
positions ($30-$50 per player depending on ice costs). 

5) PEP SUMMER CAMPS/SCHOOLS
To serve the demand of the PEP training in the U.S., 
Canada and Europe, our network runs over 1000 camps 
annually. Parents are demanding more specialized, 
performance proven development for their dollars. 
When players experience the PEP training, there is no 
going back to old training methods. Teaching Skills NOT 
Drills is the focus with our patented gear and unique 
training concepts.

Power Edge Pro training is more than a world class 
hockey development program but an experience only 
found at PEP hockey. Our 3 & 4 day camps are most 
popular. Prices vary depending on off-ice curriculum, 
like dryland and other activities ($249-$850 per player). 
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6) WEEKLY PEP HIGH PERFORMANCE
HOURS (*4-6 WEEK BOOKINGS)
The weekly high performance PEP training or 6 station PEP 
training are staples across Canada and the U.S. These 4–6 
week, 1 hour trainings are in high demand for players to 
keep their skills sharp in the off-season 

*24 skaters/session @ $30-$75 per hour
*Players must sign up for the full 4-6 weeks

7) NATIONAL TOP PROSPECTS /PRO 
CAMPS
Each year 24 of hockey’s most elite players and rising 
stars are invited to the PEP Top Prospects Camps in the 
U.S and Canada. The majority of the Top Prospects are 
PEP trained and selected from PEP Elite regional teams. 

PEP trained players who have attended these Top 
Prospects Camps have been featured in NHL.com, Sports 
Illustrated, TSN, Sportsnet, The Athletic and The Hockey 
News.

PEP Pro Camp Alumni: Connor McDavid, Matt Duchene, Dylan Larkin, Alex Debrincat, Owen Power, Shane 
Wright, Brayden Schenn, John Tavares, Taylor Hall, Brady & Mathew Tkachuk, Aaron Ekblad, Mathew Barzal, 
Jack Hughes, Quinn Hughes, Luke Hughes, and more.

PEP Top Prospects Alumni: 1st overall pick -Jack Hughes, Quinn and Luke Hughes, Owen Power (1st Overall 
pick) Quinton Byfield, Jamie Drysdale, Shane Wright, Cole Perfetti, Connor Bedard, Adam Fantilli, Berkley 
Catton, Calum Ritchie, Brayden Yager and more.

Revenue Models
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8) PEP PRE-DRAFT & TESTING COMBINES
The PEP Intelligent Reactive Countering™ Training (R.C.T) gear is a 
major advancement in hockey testing. 

Elite players don’t just move from point A to point B with speed. They 
create space with speed and manage the inches between two points 
while under pressure. These new testing methods will help quantify 
those inches, empowering coaches, players, and scouts with the data 
they need to predict player performance at the highest levels. 

No hockey company in the world has the testing capabilities like the 
Intelligent R.C.T. Gear.  Coming soon to a rink near you. 

PEP Top Prospects Team Black: Can you spot Cole 
Perfetti, Shane Wright, Adam Fantilli,  and Luke 
Hughes?

PEP Top Prospects Team White: Can you spot 
Connor Bedard, Chaz Lucius, Jamie Drysdale, and 
Quinton Byfield?

Revenue Models
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AND WE HAVE TRAINED OVER 100               PLAYERS, INCLUDING:

PEP IS THE OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT PARTNER OF:

Connor McDavid 
Edmonton Oilers (1st Overall Pick)

Jack Hughes 
NJ Devils (1st Overall Pick)

Zach Werenski 
Columbus Blue Jackets

John Tavares 
 Toronto Maple Leafs (1st Overall Pick)

Quinn Hughes 
 Vancouver Canucks

Alex DeBrincat 
Ottawa Senators

Taylor Hall
Boston bruins (1st Overall Pick)

Dylan Larkin –
Detroit Red Wings

Owen Power
Buffalo Sabres (1st Overall Pick)

• 2x NHL MVP
• 4x NHL Scoring Champ
• 6x NHL All Star

• USA Hockey Junior Player of Year
• 2x NHL All Star

• 2x NHL All Star

• 6x NHL All Star
• TORONTO Maple Leafs Captain

• NHL All Star
• NHL All Rookie Team

• NHL All Star

• NHL MVP
• 5x NHL All Star

• 3x NHL All Star
• DETROIT Red Wings Captain

• USHL Defenseman of the Year

Performance Proven
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Used by over 100 NHL Players, NHL/CHL players and teams, Power Edge Pro Hockey is a superior 

training system that produces noticeable improvements in just a couple of sessions. 

There is nothing like PEP’s cutting 
edge training model, equipment, & 
assessment, anywhere else in hockey.

45 OF THE 52 PLAYERS GRADUATED 
TO  Junior Hockey and Above

Five years later, these players went on to:

• Industry leader in hockey development training. 
• Our program was used at one of the first private sport schools in the Greater Toronto Area in which 

players were paying $20,000+ to attend each year with 52 boys enrolled in the hockey program.
• The Power Edge Pro Training is a set curriculum and is instructed in a linear progression model 

utilizing our proprietary video software for enhanced learning.

• 6 Players drafted
• 3 Drafted first round 

• 21 players drafted 
• 7 1st round picks
• 2  Drafted 1st overall

• 7 players received 
scholarships

• 4 players currently 
playing

Performance Proven
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TRAINING THE FUTURE

Shane Wright 
Seattle Kraken (NHL)

Michael Misa

Colby Barlow
Top Ranked 2023 NHL Draft

Cole Perfetti 
Winnipeg jets (NHL)

Calum Ritchie 
Top Ranked 2023 NHL Draft

Quinton Byfield 
 LA Kings (NHL)

Connor Bedard
Ranked #1- 2023 NHL Draft

Jamie Drysdale 
anaheim Ducks (NHL)

Adam Fantilli 
Top Ranked 2023 NHL Draft

• CHL Rookie of the Year
• OHL Exceptional Player Status

• OHL Exceptional Player Status

• CHL Rookie of the Year • World Juniors MVP 2023
• WHL Exceptional Player Status

Above: Historical Draft Results for PEP Trained Players

Performance Proven
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HAVE QUESTIONS? GET IN TOUCH 
WITH A MEMBER OF OUR TEAM.

INFO@PEPHOCKEY.COM
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